SMALL & MEDIUM BUSINESS

Keep Productivity Flowing with NO Downtime
On most days, the Internet and the innumerable systems it powers can be
relied on to work well enough. But network failures are inevitable, often
caused by way of accidentally cut lines, weather and environment issues,
hacking, or other unforeseen issues beyond the control of the service
provider. When your connection is down, it means dropped VoIP calls,
cancelled transactions, and widespread inconvenience and frustration.
Instead of setting everything up and hoping it won't fail, businesses should
be able to rely on a system that can respond quickly and gracefully to
those inevitable failures.

Bonded Internet™ - Reliability with Failover
We can provide an Internet Failover Service like no other. This unique
service allows any business to combine multiple Internet connections
(regardless of provider or type) to create reliable Internet connectivity. If
one connection suddenly degrades or goes offline, your data will continue
to flow to its destination uninterrupted. When the problem connection is
fixed, the system will automatically add it back to its pipeline. No special
configurations or specialists are required. It’s that simple.

Take Your Internet to the Next Level
With robust reliability, businesses can extend their networks to provide
customers and users with near 100% uptime. Our Internet Failover
Service, gives you the confidence to run your business without the risk of
downtime. You’ll now have the ability to focus on what matters – your
business. This always-on feature lets you create the network that’s right for
your business and save you time and money in the process.
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We make networking simple and reliable for
organizations. KTI is changing the traditional
telecom and networking model with our
breakthrough Internet-enabled solution that
allows Enterprise and SMB customers to simplify
their WAN and mitigate the risk of downtime while
relieving issues of scale, security, and quality.
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RELIABILITY
Feature Brief

Benefits
NETWORK REDUNDANCY
Providing a fail safe for when an
internet connection suddenly
degrades or drops. Your data
continues to flow through the
remaining healthy links.
SIMPLE NO-TOUCH
No need to reconfigure network
settings. You could be on a VoIP
or Video call when a link
degrades or dies and you won’t
even notice.
SAME –IP FAILOVER
Each appliance maintains its own
IP address in the event of a
failover. No more DNS roundrobin time delays.

